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Abstract: The electric-field gradient (EFG) at nuclei in solids is a sensitive probe of the charge
distribution. Experimental data, which previously only existed in insulators, have been available for
metals with the development of nuclear measuring techniques since about 1970. An early, systematic
investigation of the temperature dependence of the EFG in metals, originally based on results for Cd,
but then also extended to various other systems, has suggested a proportionality to T3/2. However,
later measurements in the structurally and electronically similar material Zn, which demonstrated
much more complex behavior, were largely ignored at the time. The present experimental effort has
confirmed the reliability of this unexpected behavior, which was previously unexplained.

Keywords: nuclear quadrupole interaction; electric field gradients; Zn metal; temperature dependence;
PAC measurements

1. Introduction

The study of the interaction of nuclear quadrupole moments (Q) with the charges
of the surrounding can give detailed insight into the electronic distribution that creates
bonding in solids. Since the discovery of nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) in the
middle of the last century [1], as well as the qualitative understanding of the tempera-
ture effects involved [2], an abundant number of experimental and theoretical studies of
molecular and ionic solids have been performed. Electric field gradients (EFG), the second
derivative of the charge density Vzz at the nuclear site, which determine the quadrupole
interaction constant νQ = eQVzz/h, were thus understood quite early for such materials in
a semiquantitative manner.

For metallic solids, on the other hand, the applications of a radiofrequency technique
like NQR are severely limited, and therefore, only very few systems could be investigated
earlier. With the introduction of perturbed angular correlation (PAC) [3] and perturbed
angular distribution (PAD) [4] spectroscopy in the early 1970s, these limitations disappeared.
In addition, such nuclear methods also allow the study of impurities, even at extreme
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dilutions. Thus, since about 50 years ago, an abundant amount of experimental information
on nuclear quadrupole interactions in metals has quickly evolved. It has become evident,
however, that the electronic structure theory techniques available at the time were not
appropriate for a quantitative calculation of the EFG—even in simple sp-metals. Thus, for
the interpretation of the experimental results, including those regarding EFG temperature
dependence, recourse to semiquantitative approximations had to be accepted.

A large-scale, systematic study of the EFG (here for simplicity called q) tempera-
ture dependence [5], however, generated a uniform description of a suggested “law” as
{q(T)-q(0)}/q(0), very closely proportional to T3/2. This dependence apparently had so
much appeal that it was later used in practically all cases, thus implying that lattice vibra-
tions were the only effective sources. Other early attempts to account for EFG temperature
dependence have tried to incorporate the structural and vibration changes [6,7] in their
approaches. These calculations, using screened pseudopotentials, however, could at best
only qualitatively account for the experimental data as quantitative electronic structure
calculation for EFG was not possible at the time.

The situation changed dramatically with the availability of reliable density functional
calculations for metals [8,9]. Such techniques were actually used in two recent theoretical
attempts to account for EFG in Cd and Zn as function of temperature [10,11]. These
calculations, however, largely concentrated on the effect of lattice vibrations, which were
apparently stimulated by the T3/2 “law”. Unfortunately, these works, as well as all previous
discussions, ignored the fact that experimental data for EFG temperature dependence in Zn,
which contradicted the proposed universal law, have been available for quite some time via
Mössbauer spectroscopy [12], nuclear magnetic resonance [13] and, in particular, perturbed
angular correlation measurements [14,15]. Figure 1 demonstrates the dramatic failure of the
T3/2 law in accounting for the PAC results for 111Cd (5/2+) in Zn. The present investigation
was initiated with the purpose of testing the correctness of these early PAC measurements
and to add new data points. That seems especially important as such data have been
the basis for a recent quantitative explanation of the EFG temperature dependence of Zn
and Cd [16].

Figure 1. Existing data for νQ for 111Cd in Zn as a function of temperature confronted by expected
dependence from T3/2 “law”. References: JPhF4(74)L80 [14], PLA108(85)210 [15].
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2. Materials and Methods

In the present measurements, two different samples were employed. For the initial
experiment series up to 540 K, a commercially obtained single crystal of Zn, with a thick-
ness of 0.5 mm and dimensions of 4 by 5 mm (MaTecK GmbH, Jülich, Germany), was
surface-cleaned, first by polishing and then by sputtering with an Ar beam. For the later
measurements (closer to the Zn melting point of 419.5 ◦C (592.7 K)), a 0.1 mm thick, rolled
foil (Goodfellow Cambridge Limited, Huntingdon, England) was scratched using a scalpel
immediately prior to implantation so as to create a clean surface.

For the initial PAC experiments, the necessary 111In activity was commercially obtained
and implanted at room temperature with an energy of 80 keV and an incidence angle of
10◦ (from the surface normal) at the Bonn Radioisotope Separator and Implanter (BONIS)
facility in Bonn, Germany [17,18]. Monte Carlo simulations, using SRIM (Stopping and
range of ions in matter) software with TRIM (Transport of ions in matter) [19], provided an
average implantation depth of the order of 30 nm. The latter-used foil sample was doped
with 111In at a 30 keV implantation energy produced by the high-energy proton irradiation
of uranium-carbide at the ISOLDE-CERN [20] online isotope separator.

Before the measurements, an annealing in the Ar atmosphere at 473 K was performed
on both samples, as the originally implanted, single crystal showed, in agreement with [14],
only a distribution of EFG values, presumably due to the lattice defects created by the
implantation process.

PAC measurements were carried out at the ISOLDE-CERN [21] solid-state facilities,
with the initial single-crystal runs employing an analogue 4-detector system with an angle
of 90◦ between the detectors and BaF2 scintillator crystals coupled to photomultiplier
tubes [22]. The hardware selected signals using the photopeaks of the start and stop γ-rays
in the cascade in 111Cd following the EC decay of 111In. Their time-differences were used
to record the 12 (4 for 180◦ spectra and 8 for 90◦ spectra) possible coincidence time-spectra
using the DOS-based software UNCPAC [23]. For data acquisition and storage, the Ortec
Model 918 ADCAM Multichannel Buffer (MCB) was used and controlled via a dedicated
dual-port memory interface on a computer. In all measurements, the surface normal of
the single crystal, the crystal c-axis, was oriented in the detector plane at 45◦ between the
detectors as well as was possible.

The measurements with the polycrystalline foil sample, concentrating in the higher
temperature region, were made using the KATAME digital spectrometer [24], with an array
of 6 lanthanum–bromide scintillation detectors.

For the experiments carried out below room temperature, the sample, contained in
a glass tube under N2 gas, was measured in a Dewar filled with liquid nitrogen or an
acetone-solid CO2 slush. Higher temperatures were obtained in an insulated glass tube
heated with resistive wire under slight gas flow, controlled by a thermocouple.

For the 12, respectively 30, time-spectra recorded the normalized and background-
corrected W(θ,t). The conventional ratio function given by Equation (1) was fitted to the
corresponding theoretical perturbation function, appropriate to the crystal orientation, to
obtain the quadrupole interaction frequencies νQ.

R(t) = 2
W(180◦, t)− W(90◦, t)

W(180◦, t) + 2W(90◦, t)
(1)

3. Results

Selected PAC spectra are shown in Figure 2a,b. The results for the effective nu-
clear quadrupole coupling constant obtained at the various temperatures are summarized
in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. (a) Examples for observed PAC spectra taken with the single-crystal sample. The red,
solid curves show the least-squares fits that give the quadrupole interaction parameters presented
in Table 1. The clear difference between the EFGs is visualized by comparing the spectra obtained
at 77 K or 298 K with the spectrum taken at 473 K, and analogous in Figure 2b. (b) Examples for
observed PAC spectra taken with the polycrystalline sample. The pattern seen is characteristic of a
random EFG orientation.

Table 1. Nuclear quadrupole coupling constant νQ measured for 111Cd (5/2+) in a Zn single crystal as
function of temperature. The lower four rows present data from the experiments with polycrystalline Zn.

Temperature [K] νQ [MHz] Err [MHz]

77 135.92 0.20
203 135.68 0.20
298 133.31 0.15
343 132.43 0.20
423 129.11 0.25
473 127.23 0.25
543 123.72 0.30
288 133.69 0.10
603 118.58 0.10
653 114.32 0.10
678 111.94 0.10
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Please note that the tubular furnace used for high-temperature measurements has an
uncertainty of ±5–10 ◦C.

4. Discussion

Measurements with the earlier, standard PAC technique, including our single-crystal
data, must be adjusted according to the uncertainty of the time-calibration. Correcting for
the at-most 0.3 MHz different frequencies at 77 K of the various experiments, our results
agree very well with the earlier data in the low-temperature range of [15] and also with
the datapoint at room temperature reported by [14]. Our second series of measurements,
using digital frequency measurement and improved temperature control, was triggered
by the fact that the frequencies at 473 K and 543 K appeared to deviate from the data
in [14] by more than the combined temperature and frequency uncertainty. In addition, in
their pioneering study of EFG temperature dependence for Cd in Cd [25], the authors of
reference [14] made a serious temperature error, later corrected in [4]. Our new, precise
data, however, fully agree with their results for Cd in Zn.

All frequencies, properly corrected, are presented in Figure 3 relative to the νQ deter-
mined as 135.32(10) MHz for T = 0. This result is considerably smaller than the frequency
of 136.5(14) MHz at 4.2 K reported in [14], although it is still within the (very liberally)
quoted error. It evidently agrees with the results of [15] of around 4.2 K, taking as error
0.3 MHz. A new, precise measurement at 4.2 K could, however, be extremely worthwhile
as, in [15], the data around 4 K appear to show a yet-inexplicable scatter.

Figure 3. Normalized temperature dependence of EFG for Cd in Zn, including the present data;
the green squares denote the results using the polycrystalline sample. The blue curve shows the
one-parameter fit described in the text. References: JPhF4(74)L80 [14], PLA108(85)210 [15].

The now well-confirmed trend is in good agreement with the recently proposed
functional temperature dependence for EFG [16], making use of reanalyzed structural data
for the calculation of EFG for the static lattice with the now-standard density functional
technique. For determining the vibrational dependence of EFG, the proportionality with
the average Debye–Waller factor as function of temperature, as obtained via a new analysis
of experimental vibrational data, was employed, multiplied by one fitted parameter.
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Figure 3 demonstrates reasonably well the extent to which this treatment can explain
all of the now-available experimental data. Obviously, the quite minor discrepancies still
existing could warrant a series of considerably more precise PAC measurements using
the time precision that is now possible with fully digital electronics. This project will, of
course, also require temperature control that is much more precise than the one used to
date. Only with these precision data could the actual functional dependence through the
vibrational motion be checked in detail. The reliability of the final accuracy obtainable in
this way would, unfortunately, still be limited by the dependence on the precision of the
experimental thermal displacement amplitudes presently obtainable from X-ray analysis,
with Zn actually being the non-cubic metal from which the best such data are available.

5. Conclusions

The present study used the PAC spectroscopy method to probe the temperature
dependence of the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant νQ in Zn crystals implanted
with the nuclear probe 111In(111Cd). Our results agree well with previous data [14,15] and
demonstrate the complex temperature dependence of the electric field gradient, which
is extremely different from that which was previously expected due to the T3/2 law. The
fact that the corresponding data for νQ in Cd ([4,5,25] and others) quite closely follow this
simple tendency must thus be fortuitous.
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